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The development of a theoretical model of the processes present during the formation of a
holographic grating in photopolymer materials is crucial in enabling further development of
holographic applications. To achieve this, it is necessary to understand the photochemical and
photophysical processes involved and to isolate their effects, enabling each to be modeled
accurately. While photopolymer materials are practical materials for use as holographic recording
media, understanding the recording mechanisms will allow their limitations for certain processes to
be overcome. In this paper we report generalizations of the nonlocal polymer driven diffusion
�NPDD� model to include the effects of photosensitive dye absorption and the inhibition effects.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2747536�

I. INTRODUCTION

The storage capabilities of photopolymer materials are
under constant study due to their ability to record low loss,
highly diffraction efficient volume holographic gratings.
These self-processing materials are inexpensive and have
performance characteristics that make them suitable for com-
mercial use. To obtain the full potential of these materials
requires quantitative insight into the processes present during
recording. Developing accurate theoretical models, which
are validated using reproducible experimental data sets, will
allow crucial material parameters to be identified and con-
trolled.

A study of the photochemical kinetics involved during
holographic recording in our polyvinylalcohol/acrylamide
�PVA/AA� based photopolymer1 material is presented here.
Specifically, we aim to increase our understanding of what
takes place inside the material during exposure, i.e., to ex-
plain the effects of the variation of the absorbance of the
photosensitive dye with time2–4 and the suppression of
monomer radical production due to the presence of
inhibitors.4–6 We thus aim to extend the validity of our non-
local photopolymerization driven diffusion �NPDD�
model7–10 based on a deeper understanding of the photo-
chemical and mass transport effects.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II we begin by
examining the rate equations of the photochemical processes
present during grating formation and incorporate the sup-
pression of radical production by inhibition effects.4 We also
incorporate the effects of the change in the absorption of the
material during exposure. A flow chart is presented, which
succinctly summarizes the photochemical reactions, which
take place during grating recording. In Sec. III we briefly
review our material composition and method of preparation.
In Sec. IV, having developed appropriate rate equations in

Sec. II, we derive and solve the resulting coupled equations
numerically.7–10 In Sec. V simulations of the behavior of the
monomer and polymer harmonics are presented. In Sec. VI
comparisons between experimental data and the model are
carried out. Fits are made and the results tend to support the
assumptions made in deriving our equations. Estimated pa-
rameter values associated with inhibition and absorption are
extracted and presented. A brief conclusion is given in Sec.
VII.

II. THE PHOTOCHEMICAL PROCESSES

We begin by discussing radical chain polymerization
with the assumption of bimolecular termination.11 In particu-
lar, we examine polymerization due to photoinitiation and
examine the effect on excited dye molecules due to the pres-
ence of inhibitors such as oxygen. Furthermore, we include
the effect of a time dependent transmittance,4,12 which de-
scribes the change in the material �dye� absorption during
grating growth. A summary of our discussion in this section
can be found in the flow chart in Fig. 1, which contains the
equation numbers and references where appropriate.

Free radical polymerization involves three steps: initia-
tion, propagation, and termination. The initiation step is con-
sidered to involve two primary reactions. The first is the
production of free radicals by homolytic dissociation of an
initiator or catalyst species I to yield a pair of radicals R•

I ——→
kd

2R·, �1�

where kd is the rate constant for the catalyst dissociation. The
rate of this reaction is given by

Rd = d�R·�/dt = 2kd�I� , �2�

where �R•� is the free radical concentration and �I� is the
initiator concentration.1,13 The second part of the initiation
involves the addition of this radical to the first monomer
molecule M to produce the chain-initiation species M1

• ,
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R· + M ——→
ki

M1
· , �3�

where ki is the initiation rate constant. The radical M1
• then

propagates by bonding with monomer molecules to form
long polymer chains with an active tip known as a macro-
radical,

Mn
· + M ——→

kp

Mn+1
· , �4�

where kp is the propagation rate constant and Mn
• is a mac-

roradical of n monomeric units, where a monomeric unit is
the largest constitutional unit contributed by a single mono-
mer molecule.14

The initiator consists of a photosensitive dye �Dye� and a
reducing agent. The dye can become excited in the presence
of a photon and when excited can accept an electron from the
reducing agent, i.e., a tertiary amine �triethanolamine, elec-
tron donor �ED��,15 and can then produce a free radical R•.

When the dye molecule �Dye� is exposed to the light of
a suitable wavelength, it absorbs a photon of light and is
promoted to a singlet excited state, 1Dye*,15

Dye + h� → 1Dye*. �5�

The singlet excited dye can return to the ground state by
radiationless transfer to another molecule such as the ED.
This process is known as fluorescence quenching,16 as can be
seen in Fig. 1,

1Dye* + ED → Dye + ED. �6�

It can also revert back to the ground state Dye, by the emis-
sion of a photon by fluorescence16

1Dye* → Dye + h� . �7�

The singlet state can also undergo intersystem crossing into
the more stable and longer-lived triplet state �see Fig. 1�,
3Dye,1,13 where

1Dye* → 3Dye*. �8�

This triplet state dye molecule can return to the ground state
by radiationless transfer or by delayed emission of a
photon.1,13 At high dye concentrations the triplet state dye

FIG. 1. Flow chart of the photochemical processes ex-
amined in Eqs. �5�–�21�. Relevant references given in
square brackets �-�.
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molecules can be deactivated by collision with another dye
molecule

3Dye* + Dye → 2Dye. �9�

The dye molecules can also undergo a reaction whereby it
abstracts two hydrogen molecules from the electron donor to
form the transparent �leuco� form of the dye.1,13

The actual production of free radicals takes place when
the triplet state dye reacts with the electron donor. The elec-
tron donor donates an electron to the excited “triplet state” of
the dye, leaving the dye with one unpaired electron and an
overall negative charge,

3Dye* + ED → Dye·− + ED·+. �10�

The electron donor radical cation then loses a proton and
becomes a free radical

ED·+ → ED· + H+. �11�

The rate at which Eqs. �10� and �11� occur is Rd in Eq. �2�.
When the acrylamide monomer is present, the free radical
can undergo two different reactions. The first possible reac-
tion is the initiation of the monomer radical M1

• .

ED· + M → ED − M1
· . �12�

The second reaction the radical can undergo is dye bleach-
ing. This occurs when the dye radical formed abstracts a
hydrogen molecule from the electron donor free radical. An
unstable electron donor intermediate and the transparent di-
hydro dye are formed in this reaction. The unstable interme-
diate then rearranges to form a more stable intermediate. Dye
bleaching is an important process because it allows a grating
to be fixed after recording. By bleaching any remaining dye
no extra free radicals can be formed. This results in the grat-
ing being transparent.1,13

As can be seen in Fig. 1, when the photosensitive dye
absorbs light it is promoted to the corresponding electroni-
cally excited states, the singlet excited state 1Dye or the trip-
let state 3Dye. Equation �13� shows that the longer life state,
3Dye, can be deactivated by the presence of initially dis-
solved ground state molecular oxygen 3O2.6

3Dye* + 3O2 ——→
k�

Dye + 1O2. �13�

The rate at which this process occurs is k�, and the rate of
removal of the excited dye can be expressed as

R� =
d�1O2�

dt
= k��3Dye*��3O2� , �14�

where R� is the rate of removal of excited triplet state dye
molecules by the dissolved oxygen in the material. This pro-
cess causes a reduction in the amount of available excited
dye molecules, which are responsible for the production of
initiator radicals, which therefore causes an overall reduction
in the rate of polymerization.

Moreover, the inhibiting 3O2 can also react with the ini-
tiating primary radicals, formed through electron-proton
transfer processes �see Eq. �10� and Fig. 1� and during the
growth of macroradicals Mn

· , as in Eq. �4�, which then give
rise to inert products,

Mn
· + Z ——→

kz

�Mn + Z· and/or MnZ·� , �15a�

where Z is the inhibitor present, i.e., 3O2 and kz is the rate
constant for the inhibition process.13 Z acts either by adding
to the propagating radical to form MnZ· or by chain transfer
of hydrogen or other radicals to yield Z· and the polymer
chain Mn.13 The rate of monomer radical scavenging Rz can
thus be expressed as

Rz =
d�Z·�

dt
= kz�Z��Mn

· � . �15b�

The kinetics of this process are simplified if one assumes that
Z· and MnZ· do not reinitiate polymerization and also that
they terminate without regeneration. All these possible
oxygen-consuming reactions tend to suppress the creation of
radicals and stop polymer chains from growing, therefore
slowing the rate of polymerization resulting in an inhibition
period.13 In this paper we assume that the effect of inhibition
during the fabrication process is primarily due to the dis-
solved oxygen present in the material and that the inhibition
period ends when all the dissolved oxygen has reacted.

The frequency of encounters between the free radicals is
another factor determining the rate of polymerization. This
can be accounted for using the cage effect.9,13 It is simply
assumed that only some fraction f of the free radicals pro-
duced react with monomer �in the starting reaction� because
the PVA matrix physically restricts access.

From Eqs. �2�, �10�, �11�, and �14� we see that the rate of
production of free radicals, Rd, responsible for the production
of monomer radicals in the presence of oxygen is given by

Rd = fkd�I� − R�, �16�

where �I� is the initiator concentration. From Eq. �3� the rate
of production of monomer radicals, Ri, can be written as

Ri = d�M1
· �/dt = ki�R·��M� , �17�

where �M� is the monomer concentration and �R·� is the pri-
mary radical concentration. In general, the rate of production
of monomer radicals, Ri, is much greater than the rate of
production of free radicals, Rd; therefore, initiator radicals
are consumed as fast as they are generated. The fundamental
rate-determining step is thus the decomposition of the initia-
tor. Initiator radicals are consequently formed with a rate

d�R·�/dt = Rd − Ri = �fkd�I� − R�� − ki�R·��M� = 0. �18�

Thus, the rate of monomer radical generation, Ri, is equal to
the chain-initiation rate and

Ri = ki�R·��M� = fkd�I� − R�. �19�

Chain growth would continue in this way until the supply of
monomer is exhausted were it not for the strong tendency of
radicals to react in pairs to form paired-electron covalent
bonds with a resulting loss of radical activity. At sufficiently
low initiator concentrations, chain termination will occur
mainly by combination,1,11,13

Mn
· + Mm

· ——→
ktc

Mn+m, �20�

or by disproportionation,1,10,11,13
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Mn
· + Mm

· ——→
ktd

Mn + Mm. �21�

Based on these observations, the rate of termination Rt can
then be given by

Rt = 2kt�M ·�2, �22�

where kt=ktc
+ktd

is the termination constant and �M ·� is the
total concentration of all chain radicals of size M1

· and
larger.1,13

The steady state assumption for the radical concentra-
tion, applied to the combination of Eqs. �15b�, �19�, and �22�,
leads to

d�M ·�
dt

= Ri − 2kt�M ·�2 − kz�Z��M ·� = 0. �23�

If it is assumed that much more monomers are consumed due
to polymerization than are consumed in the initiation reac-
tion, then the rate of polymerization from Eq. �3� is given as

Rp � − d�M�/dt = kp�M ·��M� , �24�

where kp is the propagation rate constant. As it is difficult to
measure the concentration of monomer radicals, it is there-
fore desirable to eliminate �M ·� from Eq. �23�. Rearranging
Eq. �24� and substituting �M ·� into Eq. �23�, we get13

2Rp
2kt

kp
2�M�2 +

Rp�Z�kz

kp�M�
− Ri = 0. �25�

Examining this equation it can be seen that Rp is inversely
proportional to the ratio of the rate constants for inhibition
and propagation. This ratio is referred to as the inhibition
constant, z=kz /kp.13 It can be further seen that Rp depends
predominantly either on Ri or on �Ri, depending on the rela-
tive magnitudes of the first two terms. Two limiting cases of
this equation exist. When the second term is negligible com-
pared to the first, the polymerization is not retarded and the
equation simplifies to

Rp = kp�M�� Ri

2kt
�1/2

. �26�

The second limiting case occurs when the retardation is
strong, kz /kp�1, and bimolecular termination1,11,13 is negli-
gible. Under these conditions the first term in the equation
can be neglected, and

Rp�Z�kz

kp�M�
− Ri = 0. �27�

Combining this with Eq. �24�, we get

Rp =
kp�M�Ri

kz�Z�
= −

d�M�
dt

. �28�

These equations show that the rate of retarded polymeriza-
tion is proportional to the first power of the initiation rate.
Furthermore, Rp is inversely dependent on the inhibitor con-
centration. We have observed that the induction period of the
inhibited polymerization is directly proportional to the con-
centration of the inhibitor. It is reasonable to assume that the

rate of change of the inhibitor concentration �Z� will de-
crease with time and be proportional to �Z�,

d�Z�
dt

� − �Z� . �29�

The constant of direct proportionality will be a function
of the absorbed intensity Ia and the number of radicals ter-
minated per inhibitor molecule, y. If the initial concentration
of inhibitor at t=0 is �Z0�, then the solution of Eq. �29� can
be written as

�Z� = �Z0�exp	− c
t

ti

 . �30�

ti is referred to as the inhibition time or the period of inhibi-
tion and is directly measured from the experimental growth
curves �time until first nonzero diffraction efficiency mea-
surement after the start of exposure�. The c parameter is
estimated from fits to the experimental data. Some typical
values chosen for these parameters are given in Sec. V for
the simulations presented in Figs. 2 and 3. Solving the qua-
dratic equation in Eq. �25� for Rp, and choosing the root
which was physically reasonable give

Rp = kp�M�
�8ktRi + kz

2�Z�2 − kz�Z�
4kt

. �31�

FIG. 2. First four Fourier harmonics of monomer concentration plotted as
functions of exposure time.

FIG. 3. First two Fourier harmonics of polymer concentration plotted as
functions of exposure time.
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Examining the photochemical formation of free radicals,
there are a number of initiation mechanisms,17 many involv-
ing a photochemical electron transfer reaction. If we reexam-
ine the way in which the monomer radicals are formed, we
see that they are dependent on the quantity of free radicals
formed per photon absorbed and the intensity of the light
used for recording. As the inhibitor present indirectly con-
sumes some of the absorbed photons, there is a resulting
reduction in the number of free radicals available for the
initiation of monomer radicals and thus available for the for-
mation of polymer chains. Therefore, the rate of initiation Ri

is given by

Ri = f��� − R���Ia�t� , �32�

where �� is the number of radicals produced per photon
absorbed, R�� is the number of radicals removed per photon
absorbed due to the presence of inhibitor, and Ia�t� is the
intensity of light absorbed in moles of light quanta per
l/s.4,10,13

We assume cosinusoidal spatially modulated illumina-
tion, I�x�= I0�1+V cos�Kx��,18,19 where V is the fringe vis-
ibility, K=2� /�, the grating vector magnitude, and � is the
grating period. The concentration of photosensitizers, is re-
lated to the absorbed intensity by de Beer’s law,13

Ia�x,t� = I�x��1 − exp�− 	Ps�t�d�� = I�x�A�t� , �33�

where 	 is the molar absorptivity, Ps�t� is the time dependent
concentration of the photosensitizers �initiators�, and d is the
photopolymer layer thickness. Since the concentration of
photosensitizers is a function of time, the absorption of the
layer, A�t�, also depends on time.2–4,12 The inclusion of the
absorption function A�t� into the model enables an approxi-
mation of the time variation of the absorbed intensity. At the
start of exposure the absorbance of the material will be high
due to the large concentration of the photosensitive dye. This
high absorption results in a large Ia�x , t� and therefore a high
rate of polymerization Rp. Similarly, as the concentration of
photosensitive dye decreases, the absorbance of the layer can
be assumed to decay exponentially, thus resulting in a lower
rate of polymerization Rp.

As the absorbance of the material decreases, the amount
of light that is transmitted through the material increases.4,12

Therefore, by measuring the material transmittance we can
obtain information about the time varying absorbance of the
material. We relate the absorbance A�t� of the material to the
transmittance T�t� by4,12

A�t� = 1 − BT�t� , �34�

where B is a loss fraction which is included to account for
nonabsorptive loses, e.g., Fresnel boundary coefficients. Sev-
eral transmittance curves were obtained for differing expo-
sure intensities in our standard material layer.1,12,20 There is
an initial nonzero transmittance at the beginning of the ex-
posure as the material is never completely opaque.12 An ap-
proximate phenomenological expression for the time evolu-
tion of transmittance T�t� was then determined based on fits
to the experimental obtained data. T�t� is estimated by fitting
using the function

T�t� = E + G�1 − exp �− a0t + a1t2�� , �35�

where E, G, a0, and a1 are constant parameters related to the
exposure intensity and the initial transmittance of the layer.4

Equation �35� is used in our simulations and data fitting pro-
cedures.

The polymerization rate Rp in Eq. �31� can now be writ-
ten as

Rp =
kp�M�

4kt
��8ktf��� − R���Ia�t� + kz

2�Z�2 − kz�Z��

=
kp�M��I�x��


4kt
�8ktf��� − R���A�t� +

kz
2�Z�2

I2
�x�
−

kz�Z�
I
�x�

�
= ��M��M ·� , �36�

where � is the polymerization rate constant.
In this section we have derived rate equations governing

the photochemical processes involved in grating formation,
which includes a term to explicitly account for radical sup-
pression due to the effect of an inhibitor, i.e., oxygen. The
time dependence for the absorbance of the photosensitive
dye and photoinitiators is also included.3 In Fig. 1 a flow
chart has been presented to succinctly summarize the photo-
chemical processes.

III. MATERIAL COMPOSITION AND PREPARATION

Photopolymer materials can be made sensitive to a par-
ticular wavelength using a photosensitizing dye. The mono-
mer used in this study is acrylamide, and a xanthene dye
�erythrosin B� was used so that holographic recording could
be carried out using a green �=532 nm solid-state crystal
laser. We have also sensitized our acrylamide based material
in the red �HeNe, �=633 nm� using methylene blue, which
is a thiazine dye.

Our PVA/AA material was made using the components
listed in Table I. The material was prepared as follows:

�a� 10 g of PVA was added to 100 cm3 of de-ionized water
and dissolved using a heater/stirrer. This solution is then
allowed to cool, and 70 cm3 of this solution is trans-
ferred into a beaker.

�b� 8 cm3 of triethanolamine �ED� was added to the PVA
solution and stirred thoroughly.

�c� 2.4 g of acrlyamide and 0.8 g of bisacrylamide were
added to the PVA solution under a fume cupboard con-
ditions and stirred until completely dissolved.

�d� For a green sensitive material 16 cm3 of �210−4�M
erythrosin B is added to the beaker. This step and sub-
sequent steps were carried out under a safety light, as the

TABLE I. Composition of the acrylamide photopolymer material.

Component Function per 100 cm3

Polyvinylalcohol Binder 70 cm3 of 10% solution
Acrlyamide Monomer 2.4 g

Bisacrylamide Cross-linker 0.8 g
Erythrosin B Dye 16 cm3 of �210−4�M

Triethanolamine Electron donor 8 cm3
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material is now sensitive to green light. If we wish to
sensitize in the red, then 16 cm3 of �210−4�M methyl-
ene blue would have been added.

�e� The solution is then made up to 100 cm3 in a volumetric
flask with de-ionized water.

�f� The solution is then stored in the dark ready for plate
preparation.

To prepare dry material layers for holographic recording
the solution prepared above is used as follows:

�1� The glass substrate on which the material is to be depos-
ited �approximately 54 cm2� is cleaned thoroughly us-
ing de-ionized water and acetone. Once cleaned the
plates are placed on a level surface so that the photo-
polymer layers would adhere to the glass evenly, pro-
ducing a layer of uniform thickness.

�2� 2 ml of the photopolymer solution is then deposited
evenly over the area of the glass plate using a syringe.

�3� Using this method, the typical material thickness is
100±10 �m. Different thicknesses can be obtained by
depositing �drop casting� different quantities of material.
The thickness and uniformity of these layers can be
measured using a micrometer screw gauge.

�4� The plates are then left in the dark for approximately
24 h until dry. Drying times are dependent on the thick-
ness of the material and the relative humidity.

�5� Once dry the plates are stored in a lightproof dessicator,
ready for use.

IV. NONLOCAL POLYMERIZATION DRIVEN
DIFFUSION MODEL

In this section, extending our previous work,4 we incor-
porate the presence of inhibition and time varying absorption
effects in the material into the NPDD model.7–11

A dry photopolymer layer typically consists of a mono-
mer, a binder, a cross-linker, an electron donor, and a
photoinitiator.1,12,20 As the material is exposed to the record-
ing beams, the monomer is polymerized, and the amount of
polymerized monomer increases with exposure. In our mate-
rial more monomer is polymerized in the bright fringes of
the interference pattern than in the dark fringes. This results
in a higher concentration of monomer in the dark regions
than in the bright, and therefore a spatial monomer concen-
tration gradient. The excess monomer will tend to diffuse
into the bright regions.7–11,18

In Sec. II we derived the rate of polymerization. If 

= 1

2 , then

Rp = ��I�x��1/2H�t��M� , �37�

where H�t�= ��8ktf���−R��A�t�+kz
2�Z�2 / I�x�−kz�Z� /

�I�x��1/2� /4kt takes into account the suppression of the pro-
duction of free radicals, the scavenging of monomer radicals,
and the change in the absorbance of the material with time.
In this paper we assume that the main contributor to the
observed inhibition effects arises due to the scavenging of
the monomer radicals. The number of free radicals removed

per photon absorbed due to the presence of an inhibitor, R�,
is therefore set to zero.

In standard notation the general one-dimensional �1D�
NPDD equation governing the evolution of the monomer
concentration distribution becomes7–9,11

�u�x,t�
�t

=
�

�x
	D�x,t�

�u�x,t�
�x



− �

−�

+� �
0

t

R�x,x�;t,t��F�x�,t��

 �u�x�,t����dt�dx�, �38�

where u�x , t� is the free-monomer concentration, D�x , t� is
the monomer diffusion constant, F�x , t�=F0�1+V cos�Kx��


is the polymerization rate,18,19 with F0=�I0

, R�x ,x� ; t , t�� is

the nonlocal material response function, and � is the mode of
termination.7–9,11 The nonlocal response function represents
the effect of initiation at location x� and time t� on the
amount of monomer being polymerized at location x and
time t.7–9,11 Assuming rapid chain growth, compared to other
temporal effects, we can neglect the time nonlocality and let
the nonlocal response function be R�x ,x��,7–9,11 in this way
assuming an action at a distance in our response. We assume
a Gaussian spatially nonlocal material response function

R�x,x�� =
1

�2��
exp	− �x − x��2

2�

 , �39�

where � is the normalized nonlocal response parameter.7–9,11

The diffusion constant is defined by the expression D�x , t�
=D0 exp�−�F�x�t�, where D0 is the initial diffusion constant
and � is the diffusion coefficient decay parameter.7–9,11,18

The NPDD equations governing the bimolecular termi-
nation case ��=1� have been derived elsewhere.7–9,11 Assum-
ing that four harmonics provide a sufficiently accurate
approximation,21 the monomer distribution can be well de-
scribed by the following four harmonic, first-order coupled
NPDD equations with �=F0t:

du0���
dt

= − f0H���u0��� −
1

2
H����f1u1��� + f2u2��� + f3u3���� ,

�40a�

du1���
dt

= − DK2Ch���u1��� − DK2Sh���u2��� − S1H���

	 f1u0��� + � f0 +
f2

2
�u1��� +

1

2
�f1 + f3�u2���

+
1

2
�f2 + f4�u3���
 , �40b�

du2���
dt

= − 4DK2Ch���u2��� + DK2Sh����u1��� + 3u3����

− S2H���	 f2u0��� −
1

2
�f1 + f3�u1���

+ � f0 +
f4

2
�u2��� +

1

2
�f1 + f5�u3���
 , �40c�
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du3���
dt

= − 9DK2Ch���u3��� + 3DK2Sh���u2��� − S3H���

	 f3u0��� −
1

2
�f2 + f4�u1��� −

1

2
�f1 + f5�u2���

− f0u3���
 , �40d�

where Si=exp�−i2K2� /2�, ui are the first four-monomer con-
centration Fourier harmonic amplitudes, Ch���=exp
�−����1−V+�1+V� /2� cosh�����1+V−�1−V� /2�, and
Sh���=exp�−����1−V+�1+V� /2�sinh�����1+V−�1−V�
/2�. These first order coupled differential equations are
solved numerically with the initial conditions u0�0�=100 and
um�0�=0 for all m�0. f0, f1, f2, and f3 are the polymeriza-
tion rate harmonic components, which depend on the fringe
visibility V and on 
.7–9,11,22 When V=1 and 
= 1

2 , f0

=2�2/� and fm= �4�2/����−1�m+1 / �−1+4m2��.
The concentration of polymerized monomers after an ex-

posure of duration t is given by

N�x,t� = �
0

t �
−�

+�

R�x − x��F�x�,t��u�x�,t��dx�dt�, �41�

yielding the following first two polymerization concentration
spatial-harmonic components:

N0��� = �
0

t

H����	 f0u0���� +
f1

2
u1����
d��, �42�

N1��� = S1�
0

t

H����	 f1u0���� + � f0 +
f2

2
�u1����
d��.

�43�

In numerically calculating the polymer harmonic concentra-
tions, the higher order harmonics of monomer concentrations
were assumed to be negligible �see Fig. 2�. Again, as in the
case of the monomer harmonics the polymer harmonic am-
plitudes are calculated numerically. The electromagnetic
coupled wave theory23 predicts a relationship between the
diffraction efficiency � and the refractive index modulation
�n, of a thick sinusoidal transmission phase grating. If N1

alone determines the first harmonic amplitude of the grating
refractive index modulation, then �n�t�=CN1�t� for some
constant C.11 We note, however, that a much more complex
relationship exists between the monomer and polymer con-
centrations and the various harmonic amplitudes �ni.

11,24

V. SIMULATIONS

Ultimately, we wish to apply our model to characterize
our material behavior by fitting experimental growth curves.
Before carrying out this procedure we wish to examine the
general behavior predicted by our model.

Using Eq. �40�, plots of the first four-monomer concen-
tration harmonics were generated. The results are presented
in Fig. 2, assuming an average exposure intensity of I0

=4 mW/cm2. The following material parameter values were
used to generate the graphs: D=610−11 cm2/s, �

=0.06 cm2 mW s−1, C=3.110−5 cm3/mol, S=0.94, ��
=0.07, f =0.1, V=1, 
= 1

2 , R��=R�=0, �=0, kz

=3000 cm2 mW s−1, and kt=0.004 cm2 mW s−1. A typical
value for the loss fraction was empirically found to be B
=0.9±0.05.4

The absorbance function A�t� is defined using Eq. �34�
with the measured transmittance function constants �see Eq.
�35�� estimated to be E=0.176 mW/cm2, G=0.75 mW/cm2,
a0=1.9210−2 s−1, and a1=0.034710−3 s−2.

The initial oxygen concentration present in the layer �Eq.
�30�� is assumed to be �Z0�=0.005 g/ l,4 and c=2.5. This
estimated value for the concentration of dissolved oxygen
appears reasonable relative to the densities and volumes of
the other materials present.1,4 In Fig. 2 we note the presence
of an initial dead band, ti�1.5 s, caused by the inhibition
process and the initiation period.

Figure 3 shows the corresponding predicted first two
harmonics of the polymer concentration obtained using Eqs.
�42� and �43�. Once again, and in agreement with
experiment,4,11 we note the existence of an inhibition period
at the start of the exposure, and the gradual increase in the
rate of polymerization during the transition between the in-
hibition period and steady state.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, NUMERICAL FITTING,
AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Previous studies examining the effects of inhibition4–6

have been carried out to determine the effects of exposure

FIG. 4. �a� Fit to the experimentally obtained growth curves of refractive
index modulation �±5% � vs exposure time for three different recording
intensities: �1� 1.5 mW/cm2, �2� 3.9 mW/cm2, and �3� 4.8 mW/cm2. �b�
Initial subsection of �a� with fits to experimental data, illustrating the inhi-
bition period.
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intensity changes, the effects of preexposure, and the effects
of cover-plating �sealing�. In the analysis presented in this
paper we have modified the NPDD model to account for
both the change in the absorption of the material with time
and the presence of inhibition due to oxygen. We have also
adjusted our previous inhibition model4,5 to include the pro-
cess of monomer radical scavenging by the inhibitor.6

In Sec. V, simulations of the change in the monomer and
polymer harmonics were generated using our model, illus-
trating the effect of the inhibition process and the change in
the absorption of the material with exposure time. In this
section we aim to increase the validity of our model by fit-
ting experimentally obtained data and extracting key material
parameters.

Using a standard holographic setup1,12,25 �exposing at
532 nm and probing at 633 nm� for recording
1000 lines/mm unslanted transmission gratings, we obtained
a set of growth curves for three different exposure intensi-
ties: �1� 1.5 mW/cm2, �2� 3.9 mW/cm2, and �3�
4.8 mW/cm2. In each case the material was prepared in the
manner described in Sec. III, with erythrosin B as the pho-
tosensitive dye. Numerical fits to the experimental data were
performed using our adjusted four harmonic NPDD model
�Sec. IV� and applying a numerical fitting algorithm.7–9 A
comparison between the data and the resulting fits are pre-
sented in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�.

We fit the experimental data by first substituting
“known” parameter values into our equations and then itera-
tively testing the fit quality over reasonable ranges of the
unknown parameters. In this way estimates for D, �, S, R, ti,
and the constant C are extracted. The chosen values used in
the fitting algorithm were �Z0�=0.005 g/ l, f =0.1, V=1, 

=1/2, �=0, and kz=3103 cm2 mW s−1. The characteristic
parameters measured and those extracted from the fits to the
experimental data presented in both Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� are
given in Tables II and III.

In order to perform a stability analysis of our fitting pro-

cedure, and also to provide error ranges to these estimated
parameter values, we applied our fitting procedure to data
sets artificially generated by adding and subtracting 5% of
the measured value to the data points. In these artificial cases
the mean squared error �MSE� values were significantly
larger than for the data sets, and this is reflected in the ranges
of MSE values presented in Table III �see the values in
square �-� brackets�.

Examining the estimates for S, C, and �, it can be seen
that they are comparable to those presented in the
literature.4,9,11 Furthermore, the values obtained for the
monomer diffusion rate, D, lie within the range of the esti-
mations provided by our current studies on diffusion rates in
photopolymers.26 The values of the inhibition period ti fol-
low the trend predicted in previous studies.4 Low MSE val-
ues are obtained, which is evident in the quality of the fits
presented in Figs 4�a� and 4�b�. In this analysis bimolecular
termination is assumed ��=1�. However, recently, we have
indicated that better fits can be achieved when a primary
termination mechanism ��=2� is assumed.9 It is possible that
both mechanisms of termination are present during grating
growth, and this could explain the reduction in fit quality
seen in the higher exposure intensity case �see case 3�. The
values obtained for the bulk parameter R are also
reasonable.4,9,11,26

Figure 4�b� shows the initial subsection of the experi-
mental growth curves, as outlined in Fig. 4�a�. Applying the
same fitting procedure as used in fitting Fig. 4�a�, almost
identical parameter values were extracted. Thus, we have
demonstrated our ability to accurately predict the behavior of
the photopolymers at the early stages of exposure during the
transition from inhibition to polymerization �with MSE fit-
ting values of the order of 10−11�.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Starting with a detailed description of the photochemical
processes taking place in a PVA/AA based photopolymer

TABLE II. Directly measured and estimated parameter values. The transmittance function constants were produced from fits to the transmitted intensity of the
two exposing beams measured during exposure.

I0

�mW/cm2�
d

��m� ��

kt

�cm2 mW s−1�
�10−3�

E
�mW/cm2�

G
�mW/cm2�

a0

�s−1�
�10−2�

a1

�s−2�
�10−3� B

Case 1 1.5 115 0.05 1.1 0.105 0.463 1.32 0.07 0.92
Case 2 3.9 135 0.05 1.2 0.265 1.096 2.72 1.06 0.90
Case 3 4.8 120 0.06 1.2 0.116 1.478 2.64 2.30 0.89

TABLE III. Characteristic parameters estimated using numerical fitting to experimental data.

ti

�s�

D
�cm2/s�
�10−11�

C
�cm3/mol�

�10−5�
�

�cm2 mW s−1� S R
MSE

�10−10�

Case 1 0.4 8.33
±0.41

2.07
±0.88

0.058
±0.004

0.94
±0.01

4.62
±0.5

0.87
�4.6�

Case 2 0.2 6.02
±1.92

2.67
±0.24

0.057
±0.004

0.95
±0.01

2.10
±0.6

0.79
�4.9�

Case 3 0.1 6.01
±0.85

3.40
±0.1

0.066
±0.006

0.94
±0.01

1.62
±0.3

1.23
�6.2�
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material, we have developed a NPDD model that includes
the effects of oxygen based inhibition and bleaching of the
photosensitive dye during exposure.

It was previously assumed that the main process respon-
sible for the presence of inhibition in our photopolymer ma-
terial was the removal of excited triplet state dye
molecules.4,5 This removal of dye ultimately causes a sup-
pression of the production of free radicals and stopping po-
lymerization. In this paper it has been shown that a reaction
between the inhibitor and the monomer radicals also results
in a consistent stopping of chain growth, producing an
equivalent retardation of the polymerization process. While it
is possible that some combination of these two effects is
present during grating formation it was assumed in this paper
that the reaction between inhibitor and monomer radicals
was dominant, i.e., it was assumed that R�=0.

Previously, we have demonstrated that it is possible to
reduce the inhibition period ti significantly by �a� increasing
the intensity of the holographic exposing beams and �b� by
nonholographic preexposure combined with layer cover-
plating �sealing�.4 Another proposal is to eliminate ti through
the addition of a second photosensitive dye and a suitable
preexposure.6 Any dissolved oxygen present within the ma-
terial will act to suppress the resulting excited state dye mol-
ecules. During any subsequent holographic exposure the pri-
mary photosensitizing dye is unaffected and remains ready
for recording at the appropriate wavelength. We note that
rose bengal and methylene blue are among the most efficient
1O2 generators.6

The NPDD model presented in this paper suffers from
several serious deficiencies that limit the accuracy of the re-
sults. Neither the inhibition nor the initiation models pro-
posed have been derived from first principles. Furthermore,
the discussion neglects all three-dimensional effects, i.e.,
variations with depth. We note that previously a more exact
expression for the refractive index modulation evolution cal-
culated using the Lorentz-Lorenz equation has been
applied.11 Furthermore, the numerical accuracy of the re-
ported simulations is limited by our inclusion of only four
monomer harmonics in our calculations.21 To avoid such nu-
merical difficulties a fully rigorous finite time domain analy-
sis has been used.10,11 Other effects such as the choice of the
dominant chain termination mechanisms and material
shrinkage3,11,27,28 must also be included to enable an accurate
and physical model to emerge.

This study is clearly important and topical, as both inhi-
bition and dye bleaching have been observed in a wide range
of materials.29 They must be understood in order to deter-
mine material applicability in a wide range of areas such as
holographic data storage,30,31 photoembossing,27 and diffrac-
tive optical element fabrication.32–34
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